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Abstract 25 
 26 
An apparently vertically, socially transmitted foraging specialisation (“sponging”) in 27 
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops sp.) is observed in two adjacent gulfs within Shark Bay, 28 
Western Australia, where sponging has possibly spread from independent innovations. We 29 
designed an individual-based model based on empirical data, to investigate the conditions (of 30 
learning fidelity, and fitness benefits for spongers) under which sponging could be established 31 
and maintained. Simulations show that sponging is unlikely to be established from a single 32 
innovation event but the probability increases with independent innovation events. Once 33 
established, however, it can be maintained in the absence of fitness benefits for spongers, if 34 
learning fidelity of daughters is virtually 100%. Smaller learning fidelities can be 35 
compensated with fitness benefits for spongers, but these benefits must be 5% and 10%, 36 
respectively, to compensate for learning fidelities of 96.25% and 92%. Furthermore, we 37 
estimated the time since the emergence of sponging by tracking the average pairwise 38 
relatedness among spongers over time and comparing it to empirical estimates. For the eastern 39 
gulf of Shark Bay, we show that sponging might have been in place for at least 120 years if it 40 
originated from a single innovation event. For comparison of vertical, social transmission to 41 
other trait acquisition methods, we ran simulations in which sponging was acquired solely by 42 
innovation or sponging was a genetic trait. In these simulations, sponging could be maintained 43 
but the genetic and empirical data did not match. Hence vertical social transmission is a more 44 
feasible mechanism to explain the spread of sponging. 45 
 46 
Key words: bottlenose dolphin, dating, fitness benefit, individual based-model, innovation 47 
rate, learning fidelity, social learning, sponging, Tursiops sp. 48 
 49 
 50 
 51 
Socially learnt behaviours influence many domains of life in numerous animal species 52 
(reviewed in Galef & Laland 2005): predator avoidance (Cook & Mineka 1989); courtship 53 
behaviour (Noad et al. 2000); migratory routes (O'Corry-Crowe et al. 1997) and a growing 54 
body of literature describes foraging strategies which seem to be transmitted vertically (i.e., 55 
from parent to offspring). The diets or foraging strategies of offspring have been shown to 56 
resemble their mother’s in sea otters (Enhydra lutris, Estes et al. 2003), orangutans (Pongo 57 
pygmaeus wurmbii, Jaeggi et al. 2010) and bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops sp., Mann & 58 
Sargeant 2003; Sargeant & Mann 2009), which indicates vertical transmission, possibly by 59 
social learning (Galef & Laland 2005). 60 
 61 
Mathematical modelling shows that the establishment and maintenance of a socially 62 
transmitted trait is very unlikely if naïve individuals only learn from one cultural parent 63 
(Enquist et al. 2010). Reasons for this conclusion are, firstly, that cultural drift (Koerper & 64 
Stickel 1980) – analogous to random genetic drift - is likely to eliminate new innovations and, 65 
secondly, that it is unrealistic to assume that social learning is perfect (i.e., not all observers 66 
learn the behaviour). Under these conditions, fitness benefits assigned to bearers of socially 67 
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learnt traits must be very high in order to maintain the trait in the population (Enquist et al. 68 
2010). Therefore, the frequency of trait bearers in the population would be expected to 69 
decrease over time and the trait would be lost. However, Enquist et al.’s (2010) modelling 70 
was rather generic, and further development would be possible, especially the addition of full 71 
stochasticity and use of values form real populations. Individual-based stochastic modelling 72 
would allow use of more biological details of the system.  73 
 74 
The Sponging Behaviour 75 
 76 
Despite the low likelihood predicted for vertically, socially transmitted behaviours to be 77 
established and maintained, at least one such behaviour (“sponging”) has been established in 78 
each of the two gulfs of Shark Bay, Western Australia (Smolker et al. 1997; Mann et al. 2008; 79 
Bacher et al. 2010). A subset of the bottlenose dolphin population wears conical marine 80 
sponges on their rostra when apparently foraging along the seafloor (Smolker et al. 1997; 81 
Mann et al. 2008). This behaviour appears to be based on a pattern of vertical social 82 
transmission without apparent genetic determination (Krützen et al. 2005; Ackermann 2008; 83 
Mann et al. 2008; Bacher et al. 2010). Within each gulf, spongers share maternally inherited 84 
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) haplotypes, with one exception of a male sponger with a 85 
different haplotype in the eastern gulf (Krützen et al. 2005; Ackermann 2008). This male 86 
indicates that horizontal/oblique transfer or individual learning of sponging may occur very 87 
rarely (Krützen et al. 2005). Sponging haplotypes differ between the gulfs (Ackermann 2008), 88 
which suggests that either sponging has been established from two independent innovation 89 
events in each of the two gulfs of Shark Bay (Ackermann 2008) or else that other horizontal 90 
transmission has occurred. We do not know how stable the sponging behaviour is over long 91 
time periods in either of the gulfs. Sponging was first observed in the eastern gulf in 1984 92 
(Smolker et al. 1992), shortly after launching the long-term study of bottlenose dolphins in 93 
Shark Bay (Connor & Smolker 1985). Since then, 41 spongers have been identified in the 94 
eastern gulf of Shark Bay (Mann et al. 2008) and, since 2007, 40 spongers have been 95 
identified in the main study area in the western gulf (Useless Loop, Kopps 2012). Learning of 96 
sponging is not perfect in the eastern gulf: 91% of daughters and 25% of sons born to 97 
spongers sponge (Mann et al. 2008). Hereafter, we will refer to the probability that an 98 
offspring born to a sponger becomes a sponger as “learning fidelity”. Based on the sample 99 
sizes reported in Mann et al. (2008), the binomial 95% confidence levels around the 91% 100 
learning fidelity for daughters are 59% to 100%. Sponging is habitat-dependent and only 101 
observed in deep water (channels > 6 m in the eastern gulf, Sargeant et al. 2007; > 10 m in the 102 
western gulf, Tyne et al. 2012) where the majority of females sponge (Mann et al. 2008; 103 
Kopps 2012). 104 
 105 
Because sponging appears to have been established and maintained once or more in 106 
Shark Bay, it appears that additional modelling is required. The next stage in advancing our 107 
understanding of the establishment and maintenance of vertical social transmission is to 108 
develop individual-based models informed by biological data, thus providing models with are 109 
specific to a species and context. Individual variation in attributes and experience results in 110 
stochastic processes which are difficult to approach by analytical models. Simulations are run 111 
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on a time axis where individuals follow probability-based rules of reproduction, migration or 112 
other behaviours implemented in the simulation (DeAngelis & Mooij 2005). 113 
 114 
Time of Emergence of Culture 115 
 116 
Modelling not only allows examination of the maintenance of sponging, but also 117 
estimation of the time since its establishment. It is difficult to date innovation events. Their 118 
low frequencies mean that, in wild populations, it is rather unlikely that innovation events will 119 
be witnessed. However, innovation and extinction of conventions (e.g., hand sniffing) have 120 
been documented in capuchin monkeys (Cebus capucinus), where these behaviours lasted for 121 
up to ten years (Perry et al. 2003). If innovations are not observed, they can be tentatively 122 
dated by indirect methods. Based on archaeological dating methods on stone tools or bones 123 
with cut marks, the emergence of hominid tool use was dated to 2.6 million years (Semaw et 124 
al. 2003). Excavated flaked stone assemblages that derive from chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) 125 
nut cracking have proved that durable records can shed light into past activity (Mercader et al. 126 
2002). The excavated site was dated to 3400 years, indicating that tool use in chimpanzee has 127 
been transmitted for more than 200 generations (Mercader et al. 2007). 128 
 129 
Indirect dating is more difficult in aquatic habitats because it is difficult to find material 130 
evidence of historic tool use. However, modelling of pairwise genetic relatedness provides a 131 
tool for indirect estimation of the emergence time of a vertically transmitted trait. If there are 132 
no competing influences on relatedness, then genetic relatedness among spongers is expected 133 
to decline over time since the common sponging ancestor (Krützen et al. 2005). Spongers in 134 
the eastern gulf of Shark Bay are more related than expected by chance (Krützen et al. 2005). 135 
Therefore, it was suggested that sponging in the eastern gulf derived from a more recent 136 
innovation event than in the western gulf, where the spongers are not more related than the 137 
population average (Ackermann 2008). These relatedness estimates were based on average 138 
pairwise relatedness based on biparentally inherited microsatellite DNA. (e.g., Queller & 139 
Goodnight 1989). 140 
 141 
This Study 142 
 143 
In this study, we used bottlenose dolphin field data on life history, behaviour, and 144 
genetics to build an individual-based model of establishment and maintenance of sponging in 145 
the eastern and western gulf of Shark Bay (Figure A1 in the Appendix). This included the 146 
examination of learning fidelity and fitness effects necessary for establishment and 147 
maintenance of sponging, and the likely time since establishment. By comparison with 148 
observed patterns in Shark Bay, we also investigated the possibility of horizontal transmission 149 
or multiple innovations. Based on the simulation, we addressed the following questions: (i) 150 
Under what conditions of vertical social transmission is sponging stable? (ii) How likely is it 151 
that sponging is established from a single innovation event? (iii) Are spongers biparentally 152 
more related than the population average? (iv) Can we estimate the time since the emergence 153 
of sponging based on average pairwise relatedness among spongers? (v) Can the actual 154 
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number of spongers give information about the time since the emergence of sponging? (vi) 155 
How many spongers would we expect and how genetically related would they be if sponging 156 
is a genetic trait or only individually innovated? 157 
 158 
METHODS 159 
 160 
The Model 161 
 162 
We built an individual-based model of a diploid, sexually reproducing dolphin 163 
population in Matlab R2010a (MathWorks). Simulations were run and then compared to 164 
empirical results from the eastern and western gulf of Shark Bay independently. The two 165 
populations are connected by high dispersal (number of migrants>>1, Crow & Kimura 1970; 166 
Krützen et al. 2004b); however, the 110 km separation between the study sites has led to low, 167 
but significant, genetic differentiation between the gulfs (Krützen et al. 2004b). In Shark Bay, 168 
male and female dolphins are philopatric, with males extending their natal range (Tsai & 169 
Mann 2012). Therefore, dispersal between the gulfs was not implemented in the model. 170 
 171 
The population size was set to 600 at the start of the simulation. In three field seasons in 172 
the western gulf (Figure A1 in the Appendix) we identified almost 500 individuals, and 173 
unknown individuals have been encountered since (Kopps 2012). However, 500 dolphins is 174 
more than the 229±42 dolphins estimated based on an aerial survey in 1994 for the study area 175 
in the western gulf of Shark Bay (Preen et al. 1997). The same survey estimated the number 176 
of dolphins in the study area in the eastern gulf to be 530±146. 177 
 178 
Virtual dolphins had the following attributes (Table A1 in the Appendix): a unique 179 
individual number, sex, age class, habitat, whether sponger or non-sponger (which could also 180 
represent any other maternally transmitted trait), mtDNA haplotype, and genotypes for ten 181 
neutral, polymorphic, biparentally inherited loci. Sex ratio at birth and at the start of the 182 
simulation was 1:1. During the simulation, the sex ratio was expected to fluctuate around a 183 
1:1 ratio. The proportion of individuals in habitat 1 (deep) equalled the proportion of 184 
individuals in habitat 0 (shallow) at the start of simulations. In the western gulf of Shark Bay, 185 
51% of the study site consists of deep habitat (Tyne et al. 2012) while 32% of the study site in 186 
the eastern gulf consist of channel habitat (Patterson, unpublished). Spongers in the eastern 187 
gulf of Shark Bay were sighted 84.1±2.8% and spongers in the western gulf 95.9% of times in 188 
deep (channel) habitat (Mann et al. 2008; Kopps 2012). Therefore our model assumed that 189 
habitat stayed constant over a virtual dolphin’s life. 190 
 191 
Simulations were run in cycles of 12-year time periods (Figure A2 in the Appendix). 192 
The maximum life span of an individual in the simulation was 36 years, thus it could be 193 
present for a maximum of three time periods. The oldest known Shark Bay female died at age 194 
35 years, but life expectancies of up to 40 years would not be surprising (Mann et al. 2000). 195 
The 36 year maximum life span of virtual dolphins was split into three 12 year periods. In the 196 
first 12 year period (age class 1), dolphins were immature and did not reproduce. Females in 197 
Shark Bay usually give birth to their first calf when they are 12 years old or older (Mann et al. 198 
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2000). Males do not usually reproduce successfully until they are allied (Krützen et al. 2004a; 199 
Kopps 2007), with alliances crystallising when males are around 12 years of age (Connor et 200 
al. 2000). After sexual maturity, the number of offspring an individual produces during a 12-201 
year time period was assigned from a Poisson distribution, with mature females (> 12 years 202 
old) having a mean of three calves during each 12 year period. In the eastern gulf of Shark 203 
Bay, the distribution of the number of offspring that a female can produce does not differ 204 
from a Poisson distribution (derived from Table 1 in Mann et al. 2000) and calves are on 205 
average weaned when they are 4 years old. If a calf dies, its mother resumes cycling quickly 206 
after calf loss (Mann et al. 2000). Reproductive success of dolphins in age classes 2 and 3 did 207 
not differ. Each of the three 12 year age classes was given a mortality rate (0.48, 0.28 and 208 
0.21 for age classes 1, 2 and 3 respectively), estimated from Stolen and Barlow (2003). 209 
 210 
The mtDNA haplotype frequencies at the start of the simulation equalled the 211 
frequencies of the three main haplotypes observed in Useless Loop, the main study area in the 212 
western gulf of Shark Bay. The three main haplotypes represent 96% of haplotypes observed 213 
in the western gulf (Kopps 2012). Five haplotypes have been described for the main study 214 
area in the eastern gulf of Shark Bay (Krützen et al. 2004b). 215 
 216 
Females and males from age class two and three were paired randomly in order to 217 
reproduce. Alleles of ten polymorphic loci were passed on from parent to offspring by 218 
Mendelian inheritance. The ten loci had on average 5.6 alleles/locus at the start of the 219 
simulations. This number is similar to that found in empirical studies of this population 220 
(Ackermann 2008). However, the expected heterozygosity (0.738±0.027 (mean ± 1 SE)), was 221 
significantly higher in simulations than in empirical studies (Table A2 in the Appendix). 222 
Mutations were not implemented in the simulation because effects of mutations are negligible 223 
for the time frame over which the simulations were run (Ellegren 2000). 224 
 225 
Sponging was vertically transmitted from mother to offspring, or sponging was acquired 226 
by innovation or by horizontal/oblique transmission. We did not differentiate between 227 
repeated innovations and horizontal learning because both mechanisms can lead to spongers 228 
with potentially different mtDNA haplotypes. We varied the relative frequency of these 229 
events. Other parameters we altered were the sponging learning fidelity of female offspring 230 
born to spongers (range 0.875 to 1, in steps of 0.0125) and potential fitness benefits in the 231 
form of producing more offspring (range 0.975 to 1.2, in steps of 0.025). We considered that 3 232 
offspring per time period was a fitness of unity (i.e. the same as the average member of the 233 
population, as described above), leading to the following mean number of offspring (with 234 
corresponding fitness values shown in brackets): 2.925 (0.975), 3 (1), 3.075 (1.025), 3.15 235 
(1.05), 3.225 (1.075), 3.3 (1.1), 3.375 (1.125), 3.45 (1.15), 3.525 (1.175) and 3.6 (1.2). The 236 
maximum fitness benefit was 1.2 because Mann et al. (2008) found a non-significant fitness 237 
advantage of 1.18.   238 
 239 
All simulations were run for 50 twelve-year time periods (which equals 600 years) and 240 
100 independent iterations, if not otherwise stated. Abundance and genetic measures were 241 
taken every five time periods. For biparental relatedness, we implemented the Queller and 242 
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Goodnight (1989) pairwise relatedness estimator which was previously used to estimate 243 
relatedness in empirical studies of sponging (Krützen et al. 2005; Ackermann 2008). We 244 
implemented a subsampling procedure to estimate average pairwise relatedness among 245 
spongers and of the whole population, because only a subset of the population was sampled in 246 
the empirical studies. A third of the virtual population was randomly chosen and the average 247 
pairwise relatedness of spongers in the subsample and the subpopulation was calculated. The 248 
subsampling procedure was repeated five times and the mean average relatedness among 249 
spongers and for the whole populations was calculated and then used in further analyses such 250 
as comparison with observed patterns in Shark Bay. 251 
 252 
Sponger Stability 253 
 254 
The first question we addressed using the simulation was: under what conditions of 255 
vertical transmission is sponging stable? We altered fitness benefits assigned to female 256 
spongers compared to non-sponger females, and the learning fidelity of daughters born to 257 
spongers. We specified that sons born to spongers acquired the sponging behaviour with a 258 
probability of 25% as in Mann et al. (2008). We chose a proportion of 0.1 females to be 259 
spongers at the start of the simulations because this is similar to the value in the eastern gulf 260 
of Shark Bay, where a proportion of 0.11 of the adult female population use sponges (Mann & 261 
Sargeant 2003). Even though the proportion of adult female spongers in the western gulf is 262 
higher than 0.1 (0.37, Kopps 2012), we only ran the simulations with 0.1 female spongers 263 
because this is a more stringent case: there is a greater probability of loss of sponging at low 264 
frequencies, analogous to rare alleles in population genetics (Halliburton 2004). 265 
 266 
Various combinations of learning fidelity and fitness benefits were chosen to investigate 267 
conditions under which sponging was or was not maintained. In order to assess whether the 268 
proportion of female spongers was constant in a population, we compared the start proportion 269 
of 0.05 in the population (0.1 of females) with the proportion of female spongers in the 270 
population after 50 time periods. If 0.05 was within 2 standard errors (SE) across iterations of 271 
the sponger proportion at the end of the simulation, then we concluded that the proportion of 272 
spongers was stable. Standard errors of the proportion of female spongers in the population 273 
(SEP) were calculated at the end of simulations using the following formulas, based on the 274 
standard method for combining variances (calculation of formulas is in the Appendix, based 275 
on Crow & Kimura 1970): 276 
σP
2 = σN*s2/N4 + σs/N2 +2Cov (N,s)*s/N3      (1) 277 
SEP = (σP/n)0.5          (2) 278 
where σP is the variance of the proportion of spongers, s is the average number of spongers, σs 279 
its variance and N the average population size, with variance σN. Variances were calculated 280 
from n = 100 iterations, after 50 time periods. 281 
 282 
Sponger Establishment 283 
 284 
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The second question we addressed was: how likely is it that sponging is established 285 
from a single innovation event? We ran 100 iterations starting with one female sponger in a 286 
population of 600 virtual dolphins. After 50 time periods, we counted the number of iterations 287 
in which we observed at least one sponger. We used various parameter settings of daughter 288 
learning fidelity and female sponger fitness benefits. Because rare multiple innovation or 289 
horizontal/oblique transmission is possible, we repeated the analysis described above and 290 
introduced repeated innovations/horizontal learning with a chance to become a sponger of 291 
0.001, 0.005 or 0.05, for dolphins of deep habitat in each time period. We counted the number 292 
of cases in which there was more than one sponger haplotype at 50 time periods and we 293 
calculated haplotype frequencies of spongers. 294 
 295 
Relatedness and Time since Emergence 296 
 297 
The third question we addressed was: are spongers biparentally more related than the 298 
population average? We ran simulations starting with one female sponger and analysed the 299 
average pairwise relatedness (RQG, Queller & Goodnight 1989) among spongers of 100 300 
iterations in which spongers were present after 50 time periods. Various combinations of 301 
learning fidelity and fitness benefits were chosen. Additionally, we ran one simulation for 100 302 
time periods. We only ran one simulation for 100 time periods because the rejection of 303 
iterations in which no spongers remained, and the way in which the calculation of pairwise 304 
relatedness was implemented, made this an extremely slow procedure computationally. 305 
However, this does not contradict our conclusion that sponging can persist. 306 
 307 
The fourth question we addressed was: can we estimate the time since the emergence of 308 
sponging based on average pairwise relatedness among spongers? In order to estimate how 309 
long sponging has been present in each gulf of Shark Bay, we compared the simulation results 310 
over time to the average pairwise relatedness reported in empirical studies (Krützen et al. 311 
2005; Ackermann 2008). The time since the emergence of sponging in a gulf was defined as 312 
the first time period in which the average pairwise relatedness among spongers reported in 313 
empirical studies was within 2 SE of the average pairwise relatedness among spongers in the 314 
simulation. 315 
 316 
Number of Spongers 317 
 318 
While running simulations, we noticed that the actual number of spongers observed in 319 
Shark Bay was rarely equalled in simulations. In the eastern gulf of Shark Bay, 41 spongers 320 
have been documented (Mann et al. 2008; another publication says 54, Patterson & Mann 321 
2011) while in the western gulf 54 spongers have been documented (Tyne et al. 2012). 322 
However, Tyne et al. (2012) used a different sponger definition to that used in the eastern 323 
gulf. For comparisons between gulfs we used the definition outlined in (Mann et al. 2008) and 324 
counted 40 spongers in the western gulf (Kopps 2012). The fifth question we addressed was 325 
whether the actual number of spongers can give information about the time since the 326 
emergence of sponging. We tracked the maximum number of spongers over all iterations over 327 
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time and determined the probability of observing at least 40 spongers in the population. The 328 
probability was estimated by counting the number of iterations with 40 or more spongers 329 
(males and females). 330 
 331 
Alternative Acquisition Mechanisms 332 
 333 
It has been established that despite its vertical transmission sponging does not fit any 334 
simple genetic inheritance mechanism (Krützen et al. 2005; Bacher et al. 2010). Nevertheless, 335 
we ran simulations in which sponging was genetically transmitted or only individually 336 
innovated. We investigated how the proportion of spongers in the population and the number 337 
of spongers changed over time and what influence these alternative acquisitions of sponging 338 
have upon the genetic relatedness among spongers. 339 
In scenarios in which sponging was a genetic trait, sponging was modelled as an 340 
additive single-locus trait expressed only in females, and only in certain environmental 341 
conditions. In other words, if a female lived in deep habitat and was homozygous for the 342 
“sponging allele”, then she was a sponger. If she was heterozygous with one copy of the 343 
sponging allele she had a 50% chance of being a sponger. Without any copies of the sponging 344 
allele, dolphins were never spongers. Females living in shallow habitat, and males in any 345 
habitat, were never spongers. We only considered cases in which the sponging locus was 346 
unlinked to the loci used to assess genetic relatedness. Simulations started with a single 347 
sponger – a female from the deep habitat which was homozygous for the sponging allele. No 348 
other sponging alleles were present in the population at the start of the simulation. Because 349 
the number of sponging alleles built up slowly over time we set an initial burnin period of 200 350 
time periods before recording data. The population size was reset to 600 at 200 time periods. 351 
We only analysed runs in which at least one sponger was present between time periods 200 352 
and 250. Simulations were run with three different values of fitness benefits for female 353 
spongers (i.e., 1, 1.075, 1.15) after a burnin period with fitness benefits of 1.15. Running this 354 
scenario for 250 time periods did not take longer than running the vertical transmission 355 
scenario for 100 time periods because the sponging allele can also be transmitted by males 356 
and therefore it is more persistent than a uniparentally transmitted trait. 357 
In simulations in which sponging was only individually innovated, dolphins of deep 358 
water habitat had the chance to innovate sponging in every time period with innovation rates 359 
of 0.025 or 0.05. We added 5%, 10% and 15% fitness benefits for female spongers. We have 360 
not simulated horizontal transmission because this would require too many assumptions (e.g., 361 
who naïve individuals learn from) which is outside the scope of this manuscript. 362 
 363 
RESULTS 364 
 365 
Sponger Stability 366 
 367 
The simulations show that an initial proportion of 0.05 female spongers in the 368 
population does not significantly change, under certain conditions of learning fidelity of 369 
daughters born to spongers, and fitness benefits for spongers compared to non-spongers 370 
(Figure 1). For example, if the learning fidelity equals 1, there cannot be any fitness costs for 371 
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spongers otherwise sponging will disappear. With lower learning fidelity, progressively 372 
higher fitness benefits are required for stability of the behaviour in the population. We will 373 
refer to simulation conditions in which the female sponger proportion in the population 374 
increased above the initial 0.05 as “favourable conditions” and conditions in which the female 375 
sponger proportion decreased below 0.05 as “unfavourable conditions”. 376 
 377 
[insert Figure 1] 378 
 379 
Sponger Establishment 380 
 381 
A vertically transmitted, sex-biased trait is unlikely to spread from a single innovation 382 
(Figure 2a). Chances of establishment increased with greater fitness benefits for trait bearers 383 
and with increased learning fidelity; however, the proportion of iterations in which sponging 384 
was retained after 50 time periods never rose above 15%, when starting from a single sponger. 385 
 386 
A chance of repeated innovation/horizontal learning of 0.001 per time period for 387 
females of deep habitat increased the probability of finding spongers after 50 time periods 388 
(Figure 2b). However, in this scenario, the mitochondrial DNA variation did not match the 389 
observed patterns in empirical studies. Starting from the haplotype frequencies observed in 390 
Useless Loop (Kopps 2012), by the end of the simulation more than one sponging haplotype 391 
co-occurred in 10% of iterations (under the following conditions: fitness benefits = 1, learning 392 
fidelity = 1). Increasing the rate of repeated innovations/horizontal transmission to 0.005 and 393 
0.05 led to 42% and 93% of iterations with more than one co-occurring sponging mtDNA 394 
haplotype respectively at the end of simulations. In Figure 3, we plotted the proportion of the 395 
most common haplotype within simulated spongers. In the eastern gulf of Shark Bay, 93.8% 396 
of spongers share the same mtDNA haplotype whereas in the western gulf 100% of spongers 397 
share the same mtDNA haplotype (Ackermann 2008). In simulations, a single sponger 398 
haplotype percentage of 93.8% or higher was observed in 91, 59 and 15% of iterations with 399 
increasing occurrence of repeated innovation/horizontal transmission (0.001, 0.005, 0.05 400 
respectively). 401 
 402 
[insert Figure 2] 403 
[insert Figure 3] 404 
 405 
Relatedness among Spongers 406 
 407 
When starting with only one sponger, on average, pairwise relatedness among spongers 408 
decreased with increasing time and levelled off at approximately RQG = 0.04 after 35 time 409 
periods without decreasing to the population average (Rpop = -0.0047±0.0003, Figure 4a). The 410 
average pairwise relatedness decreased independently of learning fidelity and fitness benefits 411 
for spongers (Figure 4a, Figure A3 in the Appendix). The proportion of female spongers in 412 
the population did not reach 0.05 and was still increasing at 50 time periods even in runs with 413 
“unfavourable conditions” under which female sponger frequency is expected to decrease 414 
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(Figure 1, Figure 4c, Figure A3 in the Appendix). In this context it is worth noting that only 415 
iterations in which at least one sponger was present were included in these analyses. 416 
 417 
[insert Figure 4] 418 
 419 
We ran one simulation for 100 time periods (i.e., 1200 years, Figure A5 in the 420 
Appendix). The average proportion of female spongers in the simulation just reached the 421 
proportion of female spongers in the population observed in the eastern gulf at 95 time 422 
periods. The average pairwise relatedness among spongers was higher than the population 423 
average during the entire simulation (i.e., ±1SE of the average population relatedness never 424 
overlapped ±1SE of the average sponger relatedness). However, towards 100 time periods, the 425 
gap between the two ranges (±1SE) decreased to only 0.007. 426 
 427 
Adding repeated innovations/horizontal transmission into the model (frequency: 0.001 428 
and 0.005) did not change the observation that relatedness among spongers levelled off at 429 
approximately RQG = 0.04 after 35 time periods (Figure 5). A frequency of repeated 430 
innovations/horizontal learning of 0.05 led to an average pairwise relatedness among spongers 431 
which levelled off at approximately RQG = 0.01, as well as to a greatly increased proportion of 432 
spongers after 50 time periods. The observed proportion of female spongers in the eastern gulf 433 
was reached after 25 time periods. The observed proportion of female spongers in the western 434 
gulf was not reached after 50 time periods. 435 
 436 
[insert Figure 5] 437 
 438 
Time since Emergence of Sponging 439 
 440 
On the assumption that no other factors change the relatedness of spongers relative to 441 
the general population’s relatedness, we can estimate time of the emergence of sponging, by 442 
comparing the average pairwise relatedness among spongers in simulations, with the 443 
empirical data reported for the western (Rspongers = -0.0213, Rpopulation = -0.0241) and eastern 444 
gulf of Shark Bay (Rspongers = 0.0680, Rpopulation = -0.0049, Ackermann 2008). If all spongers 445 
are descendents from a single innovator, the relatedness observed in the eastern gulf of Shark 446 
Bay is within 2 SE of the simulated average pairwise relatedness among spongers after 10 to 447 
15 time periods (Figure 4a). This equals a time span of 120 to 180 years. If we consider 448 
repeated innovations or horizontal learning of the sponging behaviour (frequency 0.001, 0.005 449 
and 0.05), then there is no change to the estimate of the time since emergence of sponging 450 
(Figure 5a). 451 
The empirical average pairwise relatedness among spongers in the western gulf of Shark Bay 452 
was always below the average pairwise relatedness among spongers (±2SE) in the simulation 453 
with or without repeated innovation/horizontal transmission. 454 
 455 
Number of Spongers 456 
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 457 
A second approach to estimate the time since the emergence of sponging is to track the 458 
actual number of spongers through time. At the end of all simulations in which sponging was 459 
vertically, socially transmitted and which started with a single sponger and ran for 50 time 460 
periods, the average actual number of spongers (and the proportion of spongers in the 461 
population) did not reach the observed numbers reported in field studies. The first time we 462 
observed 40 spongers in at least one iteration was between 15 and 30 time periods (180 to 360 463 
years, Figure 4b, Figure A4 in the Appendix). However, this is the time until the maximum 464 
number of spongers observed reached 40 and other iterations showed fewer spongers. The 465 
probability for observing 40 spongers after 15 to 30 time periods did not exceed 5% and was 466 
still below 30% after 50 time periods (Figure 4d, Figure A4 in the Appendix). 467 
 468 
If we consider repeated innovations/horizontal transmission at low frequencies (i.e., 469 
0.001, 0.005, Figure 5), the time span until we observed at least 40 spongers and its 470 
probability did not change compared to simulations without repeated innovations/horizontal 471 
transmission. Repeated innovations/horizontal transmission of 0.05 did not decrease the time 472 
until at least 40 spongers were observed but increased the probability of observing 40 473 
spongers at 50 time periods to 79% (Figure 5). 474 
 475 
Alternative Acquisition Mechanisms 476 
 477 
In scenarios in which sponging was a genetic trait, the proportion of spongers increased if 478 
there were fitness benefits for spongers but seemed to be stable if fitness did not differ 479 
between spongers and non-spongers (Figure 6). Average pairwise relatedness among spongers 480 
seemed to be stable around the population average independent of fitness benefits (Figure 6a).  481 
In simulations in which sponging was only individually innovated, the proportion of spongers 482 
was stable, fluctuating around more than half the set innovation rate because sponging could 483 
only be innovated in deep habitat (Figure 7). The average pairwise relatedness among 484 
spongers was never different from the population average. The distribution of mtDNA 485 
haplotypes within spongers did not differ compared to the distribution in the population. 486 
 487 
[insert Figure 6] 488 
[insert Figure 7] 489 
 490 
DISCUSSION 491 
 492 
Enquist et al. (2010) showed that conditions for stable vertical transmission from a 493 
single cultural parent exist, but are so restrictive as to be very unlikely. However in this study, 494 
we used a different modelling approach to show that there are conditions which allow stable 495 
vertical social transmission from a single cultural parent, and that these conditions are 496 
representative of a natural population in which vertical transmission is supported by genetic 497 
data. Our stochastic model did not always match all aspects of the natural population, such as 498 
relatedness levels. However, our modelling shows that once a vertically, uniparentally 499 
transmitted trait is established, it can be stable within a population under certain conditions of 500 
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fitness benefits and learning fidelity. Furthermore, this is the first study that dates innovation 501 
of a vertically transmitted trait by using pairwise relatedness. 502 
 503 
Sponger Stability and Establishment 504 
 505 
We show that the empirical ranges of learning fidelity (0.91 for daughters) and fitness 506 
benefits (no significant fitness benefits (Mann et al. 2008)) overlap with the range of fitness 507 
benefits (0.975 to 1.2) and learning fidelity values (range 0.875 to 1) that allow stable 508 
persistence of sponging in our model. In the absence of fitness benefits, it appears that 509 
sponging is only a stable vertically transmitted foraging strategy if virtually all daughters of 510 
spongers adopt the behaviour (Figure 1). In the eastern gulf of Shark Bay, calving success 511 
does not differ significantly between sponging and non-sponging females, and the observed 512 
learning fidelity is 0.91 for daughters (Mann et al. 2008) and its 95% confidence levels are 513 
0.59 to 1. In our simulation, these conditions would lead to decreasing sponger abundance in 514 
the eastern gulf. If this is the case, the question remains why at least 41 dolphins sponge at 515 
present (Mann et al. 2008). It is possible that fitness benefits for spongers might not be 516 
detectable but still be present because the statistical power to measure fitness benefits is 517 
possibly low considering the slow life history of bottlenose dolphins. In the light of the 518 
confidence limits for learning fidelity of 59% to 100%, it seems feasible that sponging could 519 
be a stable vertically transmitted trait, if both learning fidelity and fitness benefits were 520 
underestimated in the field. If both male and female offspring learnt sponging, the conditions 521 
under which sponging is stable would not be changed because the behaviour is only 522 
transmitted by the mother. 523 
 524 
The establishment of sponging is unlikely if it spreads from a single innovation event. 525 
Cultural drift is a strong force counteracting the establishment of new sponging matrilines, 526 
even in the presence of fitness benefits and repeated innovation/horizontal transmission. In 527 
simulation scenarios in which repeated innovation/horizontal transmission occurred, some 528 
retention of sponging was observed. This finding is in agreement with Enquist et al. (2010)’s 529 
more deterministic modelling. As would be expected, the frequency of multiple co-occurring 530 
haplotypes in spongers increased with increasing frequency of repeated innovation/horizontal 531 
transmission. 532 
 533 
The predicted co-occurrence of multiple sponger haplotypes is consistent with findings 534 
of empirical studies to a certain degree. Multiple sponging haplotypes have been observed: 535 
haplotypes of spongers differ between the eastern and western gulf of Shark Bay, and also 536 
within the eastern gulf there are two haplotypes for spongers (Ackermann 2008). Within 537 
spongers of the eastern gulf, the two haplotypes had frequencies of 94% and 6% respectively 538 
(Ackermann 2008). In simulations with repeated innovations/horizontal transmission of 539 
frequencies 0.001, 0.005 and 0.05, however, one of the haplotypes reached 94% or higher in 540 
91, 59 and 15% of iterations, respectively. This suggests that repeated innovations/horizontal 541 
transmission occur at the most at low frequencies, probably lower than 0.005. However, our 542 
results suggest that some low frequency of repeated innovation is vital for the stability of the 543 
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sponging behaviour because it is unlikely that sponging persists from a single innovation 544 
event, in agreement with Enquist et al. (2010). 545 
 546 
Time since Emergence of Sponging 547 
 548 
Based on pairwise relatedness, we dated the emergence of sponging to 120 to 180 years 549 
ago for the eastern gulf of Shark Bay (Figure 4a). However, the average pairwise relatedness 550 
among spongers levelled off after 25 to 35 time periods (300 to 420 years), at approximately 551 
RQG = 0.04, and still did not differ from the empirical value observed in the eastern gulf of 552 
Shark Bay by more than 2 SE at 50 time periods in some simulations. Furthermore, after 50 553 
time periods (600 years), the observed proportion of 0.05 female spongers in the population 554 
had not been reached. Therefore, 120 to 180 years is a minimum estimate of how long 555 
sponging has been practised in the eastern gulf. 556 
 557 
In the western gulf of Shark Bay, the average pairwise relatedness of spongers does not 558 
differ from the average pairwise relatedness of the population (Ackermann 2008). This 559 
observation is not consistent with simulation results. In simulations with and without repeated 560 
innovations/horizontal transmission, average pairwise relatedness among spongers levelled 561 
off above the population average. 562 
 563 
It is possible that we overestimated the time since emergence of sponging in the eastern 564 
gulf. It is known that the average pairwise relatedness of a group decreases with increasing 565 
group size (Lukas et al. 2005). Comparing iterations at the same points in time, we observed a 566 
weak negative correlation between average pairwise relatedness of spongers and the number 567 
of spongers present. However, the correlation was not present under certain conditions (Table 568 
A3 in the Appendix). In simulations, the observed absolute number of spongers reported from 569 
the eastern and western gulf of Shark Bay was rarely reached. However, estimates of time 570 
since emergence of sponging based on maximum number of spongers show that it is unlikely 571 
(chance 5%) to observe 40 spongers between time point 10 and 15 (120-180 years) and 572 
therefore it is unlikely that the time since emergence of sponging was overestimated based on 573 
pairwise relatedness. The first time point at which 40 spongers were observed in a single 574 
iteration was between 15 and 30 time periods (180-360 years). Thus the minimum estimate of 575 
the emergence of sponging combining both methods – pairwise relatedness and the maximum 576 
number of spongers – is 180 years for the eastern gulf of Shark Bay. This estimate equals 577 
about 8.5 generations based on the bottlenose dolphin generation time reported in Taylor et al. 578 
(2007). For the western gulf of Shark Bay, we can only estimate the emergence of sponging 579 
based on the actual number of spongers. The estimate would be, as in the eastern gulf, 15 to 580 
30 time periods. 581 
 582 
Under the assumptions that cultural drift leads to the extinction of the majority of 583 
vertically transmitted innovations and that sponging has been innovated more than once, it is 584 
likely that sponging has been innovated more times than have been recorded and then lost 585 
again. The two estimates of 180 years since emergence of sponging in the eastern gulf of 586 
Shark Bay, one based on pairwise relatedness and one based on the actual number of 587 
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spongers, describe the minimum time sponging has been transmitted continuously – 588 
potentially including low frequencies of repeated innovations/horizontal transmission. It is 589 
possible that dolphins had used sponges before, but these skills were lost due to stochastic 590 
processes. 591 
 592 
Alternative Acquisition Mechanisms 593 
  594 
Like vertical transmission, alternative acquisition methods such as repeated 595 
innovation/horizontal transmission or genetic inheritance can lead to persistent traits in a 596 
population. Potentially, these mechanisms are more stable than vertical transmission. 597 
Modelling individual innovation and genetic inheritance revealed that in these scenarios the 598 
empirical values of the proportion of female spongers from the eastern gulf of Shark Bay can 599 
be replicated (assuming that an innovation rate of 0.1 leads to a proportion of female spongers 600 
around 0.05). However, relatedness among spongers and the distribution of mtDNA 601 
haplotypes does not differ from the population average. These results do not match 602 
observation from field studies and corroborate the hypothesis that sponging is vertically 603 
transmitted in the vast majority of cases (Krützen et al. 2005; Ackermann 2008). 604 
 605 
We could not replicate two observations from field studies with our simulations 606 
emanating from a single sponger and without repeated innovation or genetic transmission. 607 
The first observation is that the average proportion of female spongers in the population did 608 
not reach the observed proportion reported in field studies. The second observation is that the 609 
empirical value of the average pairwise relatedness among spongers from the western gulf of 610 
Shark Bay was never within 2 SE of simulated data. Simulations with repeated innovation 611 
show that repeated innovation leads to a higher proportion of spongers in the population and 612 
to a lower average pairwise relatedness among spongers (although still higher than the 613 
population average, Figure 5) compared to simulations without repeated innovations (Figure 614 
4). However, as discussed above, in simulations with repeated innovation, the distribution of 615 
mtDNA haplotypes among spongers does not match the field observation that most spongers 616 
share an mtDNA haplotype within gulfs. Both the proportion of female spongers and the 617 
average pairwise relatedness in the western gulf, could potentially be replicated by a scenario 618 
that includes population substructure. For example dolphins with certain mtDNA haplotypes 619 
might be predestined to live in particular habitats (e.g., dolphins with haplotype E live in deep 620 
water). In this scenario, repeated innovation rates could be higher than the values we tested 621 
and yet spongers would still share mtDNA haplotypes because haplotypes within habitats are 622 
more homogenous. Indeed, in the western gulf of Shark Bay we find segregation between 623 
habitat and haplotypes (Kopps 2012). Dolphins may have learnt other behaviours than 624 
sponging from their mothers and thereby specialised to the habitat. 625 
 626 
Assessment of our Model 627 
 628 
Our individual based-model is realistic in many ways, but simplified in others. It is 629 
based on observed sponger frequencies and estimated (sub)population sizes, it simulates 630 
overlapping generations and takes into account variability in female (and male) reproductive 631 
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success. However, in order to obtain results from runs that were not inordinately long, we had 632 
to simplify the model in some regards. For instance, the number of genetic markers, the 633 
number of alleles and allele frequencies differed between the empirical study and the 634 
simulation we present here (Table A2 in the Appendix). However, the average population 635 
pairwise relatedness in the empirical and simulation studies were both just below zero (eastern 636 
gulf -0.0049, western gulf -0.0241 (Ackermann 2008), simulation -0.0047±0.0003 (mean±2 637 
SE), which indicates that the chosen markers are close to the theoretical population average of 638 
zero. The results of the individual-based model were stable over various conditions of 639 
learning fidelity and fitness benefits to spongers, thereby strengthening the conclusions of this 640 
study. Although only relatively narrow ranges of values for learning fidelity and fitness 641 
benefits are shown, other trials (data not shown) make it clear that lower values do not lead to 642 
stability, while higher values are either impossible (i.e., fidelity > 1) or unrealistic (fitness 643 
advantage > 1.2). 644 
 645 
In the future, certain improvements could be made to the model. We did not include the 646 
possibility that sponging could be frequency-dependent. For example, sponges grow slowly 647 
and if there are many spongers it could be difficult to find appropriate sponges. This would 648 
mean that sponging was beneficial in certain circumstances but not others, so that fitness 649 
benefits for spongers would not be constant over time and therefore the maximum number of 650 
spongers would be lower. However, we would not expect that the implementation of 651 
frequency dependence would change the conditions in which sponging is stable because in 652 
our simulations, the proportion of spongers does not reach the proportion observed in field 653 
studies when frequency dependent mechanisms are ignored and under scenarios with quite 654 
high fitness benefits. In our simulations, population size tended to increase with increasing 655 
number of time periods. A more accurate set of mortality rates and different mortality rates 656 
for males and females could possibly keep the population size constant over time. However, 657 
under conditions in which fitness benefits are absolute ("hard selection", Wallace 1968), the 658 
population size would be expected to increase. If resources restrict the population size in 659 
Shark Bay, and sponging leads to the exploitation of a new niche (Patterson & Mann 2011), 660 
sponging could lower within-population foraging competition, which could lead to an 661 
increase in population size. 662 
 663 
We combined innovation and horizontal transmission as a single mechanism of 664 
acquiring sponging non-vertically. In future simulations, repeated innovations and horizontal 665 
learning could be analysed separately. If the proportion of time a naïve individual spends with 666 
a sponger (e.g., half weight index (HWI, Cairns & Schwager 1987)) correlates with the 667 
probability of acquiring a skill horizontally, horizontal transmission could be simulated based 668 
on HWI. In Shark Bay dolphins, HWI correlates with, and could thus be approximated by, 669 
maternal and pairwise relatedness and home range overlap (Frère et al. 2010), sex and age 670 
class (Smolker et al. 1992). 671 
 672 
CONCLUSIONS 673 
 674 
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Cultural drift is a strong force controlling the fate of an innovation. However, once a 675 
vertically transmitted trait such as sponging has been established it can be maintained under 676 
certain conditions of fitness advantages and learning fidelities. Individual-based models are a 677 
useful tool to investigate processes influenced by stochastics. Simulating relatedness among 678 
spongers over time revealed that if sponging spread from a single innovation event in the 679 
eastern gulf of Shark Bay, it might have been present for at least 180 years. The probability of 680 
observing the number of spongers reported from field studies is below 5% after 180 years of 681 
sponging. This indicates that 180 years is likely an underestimate of the time since emergence 682 
of sponging. The results of the individual-based model were robust to a variation of 683 
conditions of learning fidelity and fitness benefits - although both had to be at the high end of 684 
their realistic ranges for sponging to be stable. Nevertheless, the mismatch of the average 685 
pairwise relatedness in the western gulf of Shark Bay shows that the model may require 686 
further sophistication, as described above. 687 
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 813 
Figure 1: Stability of female sponger frequency under different conditions of learning fidelity 814 
of daughters and fitness benefits for spongers. Every square represents one run of a simulation 815 
with 100 iterations (leading to 43 runs with different combinations of learning fidelity and 816 
fitness benefits with 11 different values of learning fidelity from 0.875 to 1, and 11 different 817 
values of fitness benefits from 0.975 to 1.2). The coordinates of the centres of the squares 818 
show the input parameters for learning fidelity and for sponger fitness benefits compared to 819 
non-sponger females. White squares: sponger frequency increases (“favourable conditions”); 820 
black squares: sponger frequency decreases (“unfavourable conditions”). 821 
 822 
 823 
Figure 2: Sponger establishment. Percentage of iterations with proportion of spongers above 824 
zero at 50 time periods (a) starting from one sponger and (b) starting from one sponger with a 825 
frequency of repeated innovations/horizontal learning of 0.001/time period for females of 826 
deep habitat. Every square represents one run of a simulation with 100 iterations. Coordinates 827 
of the centres of the squares show the input parameters: learning fidelity and sponger fitness 828 
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benefits compared to other females. Numbers in the squares are the number of iterations (of a 829 
total of 100 iterations) in which spongers were present at after 50 time periods. 830 
 831 
 832 
Figure 3: Histogram of the haplotype with the highest frequency within spongers at 50 time 833 
periods (fitness benefits 1, learning fidelity 1). Rate of repeated innovation/horizontal 834 
transmission: (a) 0.001, (b) 0.005, (c) 0.05. 835 
 836 
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 837 
Figure 4: (a) Average pairwise relatedness among spongers, (b) actual maximum number of 838 
spongers, (c) proportion of female spongers within the population and (d) the probability (%) 839 
to observe at least 40 spongers over time. Simulations started with a single sponger (N = 100 840 
iterations in which at least one sponger was present in each time period). The horizontal line 841 
in (a) represents the population average relatedness. Error bars represent ± 1SE. Dashed lines 842 
indicate an example of a simulation with “favourable conditions” (learning fidelity 1, fitness 843 
benefits 1) and solid lines indicate an example of a simulation with “unfavourable conditions” 844 
(learning fidelity 1, fitness benefits 0.975). 845 
 846 
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 847 
Figure 5: Influence of repeated innovations/horizontal learning on the average pairwise 848 
relatedness (Average RQG) among spongers (a), the maximum number of spongers (b), the 849 
proportion of female spongers in the population (c), and the probability (%) of observing at 850 
least 40 spongers in a population over time (d). For these three runs, fitness benefits and 851 
learning fidelity for spongers were set to 1 (favourable conditions). Error bars represent ± 852 
1SE. The horizontal line in (a) represents the population’s average pairwise relatedness ± 853 
1SE. 854 
 855 
 856 
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Figure 6: Sponging as an additive genetic, single locus trait and its influence on the average 857 
pairwise relatedness (Average RQG) among spongers (a), the maximum number of spongers 858 
(b), the proportion of female spongers in the population (c), and the probability (%) of 859 
observing at least 40 spongers in a population over time (d). Note that data was only collected 860 
after an initial burnin of 200 time periods in which the number of sponging alleles could build 861 
up. 862 
 863 
 864 
Figure 7: Sponging as an individually innovated trait and its influence on the average 865 
pairwise relatedness (Average RQG) among spongers (a), the maximum number of spongers 866 
(b), the proportion of female spongers in the population (c), and the probability (%) of 867 
observing at least 40 spongers in a population over time (d). Runs with higher fitness benefits 868 
are shown in the Appendix in Figure A6. 869 
 870 
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 871 
Figure A1: Map of Shark Bay. A Location of Shark Bay in Australia. B the main study sites 872 
in the eastern (MM) and western (UL) gulf of Shark Bay. 873 
 874 
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 875 
Figure A2: Flowchart of simulation. Input parameters included number of spongers, 876 
frequency of repeated innovation/horizontal transmission, learning fidelity, fitness benefits for 877 
spongers and the number of time periods the simulation was run for. An example of an input 878 
matrix is shown in Appendix Table A1. * includes parents and offspring after this point. 879 
 880 
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 881 
Figure A3: Average pairwise relatedness among spongers ((a) and (b)) and proportion of 882 
female spongers within the population over time ((c) and (d)). Simulations started with a 883 
single sponger (N = 100 iterations in which at least one sponger was present in each time 884 
period). (a) and (b): average pairwise relatedness over time (± 1SE). Dashed lines indicate 885 
simulations with “favourable conditions” and solid lines indicate simulations with 886 
“unfavourable conditions”. The solid line in (a) and (b) which equals approximately 0 is the 887 
population’s average pairwise relatedness ± 1SE. 888 
 889 
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 890 
Figure A4: Actual maximum number of spongers and the probability (%) to observe at least 40 891 
spongers over time and over iterations. Simulations started with a single sponger (N = 100 iterations in 892 
which at least one sponger was present in each time period). (a) and (b): maximum number of 893 
spongers observed. (c) and (d): corresponding probability to observe at least 40 spongers. Dashed lines 894 
indicate simulations with “favourable conditions” and solid lines indicate simulations with 895 
“unfavourable conditions”. 896 
 897 
 898 
Figure A5: Proportion of female spongers within the population (a) and average pairwise 899 
relatedness among spongers over 100 time periods (b). Simulations started with a single 900 
sponger (N = 100 iterations in which at least one sponger was present in each time period). 901 
Simulation parameter values: fitness benefits 1, learning fidelity 1. Error bars represent ± 1 902 
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SE. The solid line at approximately RQG = 0 in (b) represents the population’s average 903 
pairwise relatedness ± 1 SE. 904 
 905 
 906 
Figure A6: Results of additional runs with sponging as an individually innovated trait and its 907 
influence on the average pairwise relatedness (Average RQG) among spongers (a), the 908 
maximum number of spongers (b), the proportion of female spongers in the population (c), 909 
and the probability (%) of observing at least 40 spongers in a population over time (d). 910 
 911 
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 912 
Figure A7: Correlation between the number of spongers and the average pairwise relatedness 913 
among spongers. Each dot represents one iteration at 50 time periods from a simulation which 914 
started with one sponger and did not include repeated innovations/horizontal transmission. 915 
The line represents the non-significant (R2 = 0.024, P = 0.177) trend line. Conditions of 916 
simulations: Learning fidelity: 1, Fitness benefits: 1, Frequency of repeated 917 
innovations/horizontal learning: 0 (corresponds to Run 1 in Appendix Table 5.A3). Under 918 
these conditions and based on the trend line, the expected average pairwise relatedness of 40 919 
(number observed in the western gulf) spongers is RQG = 0.017. 920 
